On behalf of the committee, we announce the accepted abstracts as follows:

1) Dian Purnama Sari
(A Critical Discourse Analysis of Donald J. Trump’s Speech on Us Prime Time About Coronavirus in America)

2) Raja Fanny Fatahillah
(The Armenian-Azerbaijani Conflict in Nagorno Karabakh. Human Rights Violations in The Perspective of Regional Security)

3) Muhammad Naufal Waliyuddin
(Counter-Radicalism Movement and Hybridization of Identity in the Young Interfaith Community in Yogyakarta)

4) I Ketut Damana
(Management of Social Community of Indonesian Chinese Marga in Banten)

5) Iim Imadudin
(Ancient Tombs, Traces of Intangible Cultural Heritage, And Etnopreneurship: The Case of The Tomb of Sheikh Ja’far Shiddiq Cibiuk Garut, West Java)

6) Irsanti Widuri Asih
(Counter-Hegemony Practice a la Gojek Driver-partners’ Selebgrams)

7) Citra Rosalyn Anwar
(Understanding Digital Skill Digital Native Generations Through KPoP Fans)

8) Rinir Khairiyah
(Determinants of Non-Muslims Intention to Have Islamic Insurance Products)

9) Moh Rosyid
(Denied Child Rights: Case Study Baha’i Religion in Pati Central Java)

10) Erisa Putri Wardani
(RGEC Influence on Company Value (Case Study on Islamic Banking Companies in Indonesia 2015-2019)

11) Ana Nur Anisah
(Comparing The Conventional and Sharia Money Market: An Indonesian Context)

12) Kamal Yusuf
(Afghanistan in the Grip of the Taliban: A Critical Discourse Analysis of News in Arabic Online Media)

13) Mansurni Abadi
(Analyzing the knowledge, interests, perception of the minimalism lifestyle among Muslim students at an eco-high school in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia)

14) Musdalifah Nihaya
(Islamic Counseling Services Through Online Media for Athirah Makassar High School Student)

15) Neri Wijayanti
(Implementation character and moral education on online learning process in Darul Ulum primary school Babadan, Ponorogo)

16) Zahidiyah Ela Tursina
(Gender Equality Studies: The Domestic Political Influence on Japan’s Official Development Assistance (ODA) Policy)

17) Lila Pangestu Hadiningrum
(Picking ‘Manten Tebu’ Cane in the Syncretism of The Cembengan Tradition Perspective of Value Education and URF)

18) Teguh Fachmi
(Adaptation and Validation Test of Fear Intimacy Scale Questionnaire for Indonesian University Student)

19) Ariel San Jose
(Translating Theory into Practice: The Gender and Development Training Evaluations using the Kirkpatrick’s Mode)
20) Andi Alfian
(Symbolic Violence in Religious Discourse in Indonesia)
21) Nazula Fajriati
(Relationship between Workload, Work-life Balance and Work Productivity Pati Regency Education and Training Personnel Board Employees)
22) Abidah Ayu
(Enhancement Coping Stress with Creative Art)
23) Aan Heri Ustadzi
(Students' Contribution to Environmental Conservation with A Centered Cleaning System in Darul Ulum Kudus Islamic Boarding School)
24) Lina Kushidayati
(Government and Ignore Rights Formal Education: Case Study Samin Community in Kudus Central Java)
25) Niswatin Nurul Hidayati
(Considering the Bilingual Books' Quality in Indonesia: How Does it Affect on Children's Foreign Language Learning?)
26) Thanh Xuan Bui
(Awareness Process of the Party and Real Situation of Education and Training in Vietnam over 35 Years of Innovation (1986-2021))
27) Fatimah Azis
(Social Construction of Upper-Class Deaf Children at Makassar City Inclusive School)
29) Bunga Shafira
(Improving Skills Through the Application of Learning Media Using the Powtoon Application)
29) Kholillah Widia
(Utilization of Technology as A Creative Learning Media And Innovative in The Millenial Generation in The New Noermal Era: A Literature Study)
30) Soraya Khumaira Bin Syeh Abubakar
(Identifying Vocabulary Mastery problems during Online Learning at the Second Semester Students of English Education Department at UIN Alauddin Makassar)
31) Hj. Mardiana
(Developing Higher Order Thinking Skill Test Instrument for the 10th Grade English Material at MA Madani Alauddin Pao-Pao)
32) Fachrie Rezka Ayyub
(Community Perception of Coral Reef Damage Caused by The Impact of Main Mainland Coastal Development Activities)
33) Hikma Niar
(The Effect of Product Selling Prices on Profitability at PT. Semen Bosowa in Maros district)
34) Anugriati
(Business and Production Economic Development Using the Path Analysis Method in Aquaculture in The Bontoa Sub-District, Maros Regency)
35) I Dewa Putu Wijana
(Target Domains of Air ‘Water’ In Indonesian Proverbs)
36) Andi Rewo Batari Wanti
(Evaluation of Tempe Lake Management Policies in Wajo Regency, Indonesia)
37) Sarimah Awang
(Exploring the Housing Policy Factors on The Relationship Between Socio-Economic and Demographic and Immigrants’ Homeownership)
38) Rahma Nurhamidah
(Determinants of Poverty Female Head of Household in The Province of Bangka Belitung Island)
39) Nasrulloh
(Phenomenon of Childfree Campaign Hadith Perspective: Hadith Analysis Multiplies Children Using Yusuf Qardhawi’s Hermeneutics)

40) Askar Nur
(Ghazwul Fikr and Capitalism Spectrum: Islamic Students on Oligarchy Shades)

41) M. Ryan Hidayat
(Reading Quraish Shihab’s Oral Exegesis About Glorifying Women in Social Media)

42) Anupama Devi
(The Headscarf Issue and Islamic Feminism in Orhan Pamuk’s Snow)

43) Rahmatiah
(The Handling of A Corpse With Covid-19 In Maqasyid Shariah and Human Rights Perspective)

44) Ahmad Asrul Azwar Irfan (Echoing Wasathiyyah: How Indonesia Emerges the Norm of Moderate Islam in International Discourse)

45) Nurdin
(Islamic Traditions in Bima Ethnic Cultures: From Living tradition to Leaving Tradition)

46) Qudratullah
(Implementation of the Code of Conduct of Radar Bone Journalists in Islamic Communication Ethics Perspective)

47) Elihami
(Quality Islamic Education in a Multicultural Society: A Bibliometric Study and Literature Review)

48) Lailatul Qadariyah (Community Participation in Maintaining Compliance with Islamic Values in Bukit Tinggi Tourist Destinations)

49) Zikry Septoyadi
(Planting of Religious Values Through the Role of Parents in A Children During Covid-19 in Dukuh Gemutri Sleman Yogyakarta)

50) Harmon S. Recopuerto
(The Persistence of the Concept of Mari-it as a Regulator of Environmental Resources in Guimaras Island, Philippines)

51) Nurkhalis A. Ghaffar
(Traces of Sufism in the Bugis Lontara Manuscript)

52) Riskan Wijayanti
(Indonesian EFL Students’ Self-Efficacy Toward Learning Achievement (A Case Study of The Year Intake 2017 Of PBI 1.2))

53) Na’imah
(Multicultural Education Based on Religion in Indonesia and Australia)

54) Sandra Dewi Dahlan
(The Implementation of Virtual PBL (Project Based Learning) Model in English Drama Course)

55) Risika Cahyani
(The Influence of Teacher Pedagogic Competence on Students’ Critical Thinking Ability at SMP Negeri 7 Tamalatea Jeneponto Regency)

56) Susana Aditiya Wangsanata
(Cyber Cultural Counseling as an Alternative to Problem Solving Culture Shock of Students While Distance Learning During the Covid-19 Pandemic in Indonesia)

57) Bagus Cahyanto
(Primary School Teacher Strategies in Online Learning During the Covid-19 Pandemic)

58) Aslindah Syam
(Designing Web-Based Vocabulary Material at English Education Department UIN Alauddin Makassar: What Are the Students’ Needs?)
59) Andi Dian Angriani
(Designing Mathematics Problem Based on PISA Task Using the Ethnomathematics Context)

60) Nur Yuliany
(Development of Learning Media Math Sets Game based on Construct 2 with Scientific Approach)

61) Silaturahmi
(The Effectiveness of Using WhatsApp Media in The Teaching of Vocabulary to the Second-grade Student of SMAN 1 Madapangga)

62) Fahril Rifa’ah
(Developing Web-Based Basic English Grammar Materials for The First Year Students of English Education Department At Uin Alauddin Makassar)

63) Bidi Leila
(The Israeli-Iranian Rivalry and the Quest for Supremacy in the Middle East)

64) Helmy Ariansyah
(The Implementation of Green Energy Policy in the Nordic Countries in Term of Energy Security: Political and Regional Cooperation Approaches)

65) Muh. Rais
(Analysis of Biogas Utilization as Environmentally Friendly Electrical Energy in Tana Toraja)

66) Fatchullah Zarkasi
(Sufism and Teacher in the Perspective of Suluk the Peace of Life Sunan Bonang)

67) Dang Nang Hoa
(Religious Activities of the Cham People in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam)

68) Achmad Sopian
(The Wisdom and Educational Values of the Verses of Muhkamat and Mutasyabihat in the Qur’an)

69) Leila May S. Navas
(Evelio B. Javier: Awareness of the Young Generation about their Local Hero)

70) Surawan
(’Father’s Perspective on Children Education at Handil Sohor Village Kotawaringin Timur)

71) Zulkifli Makmur
(“Enemy of My Enemy is My Friend” Reuniting Islam dan Culture in Indonesian Horror Movie)

72) Rochmat Budi Santosa
(Reserving Brotherhood and Kindness: Megengan Tradition in Welcoming Ramadhan Month)

73) Sabbar Dahham Sabbar
(Islamic Branding and Marketing: An Insight of Consumer Perception in Makassar, Indonesia)

74) Teguh Hidayatul Rachmad
(Maulid Nabi Celebration Arena in the Context of Social Science)

75) Abdullah Abd Thalib
(The Encounter of Faith and Islam and Catholicism Towards True Religious Moderation)

76) Amro Halfaouiv
(The Role of Islamic Economics in Economic Crises)

77) Hartinah Sanusi
(MUI Islamic Communication Strategy in Sulsel Socializing Haram Fatwa Helping Beggers in Makassar City)

78) Akansha Singh
(J Aligning, Breaking or Negotiating? A Case of Afghan Communities in Early-Modern South Asia)

79) Nur Ro’is
(Debating the Science of Jurisprudence; Studying Jurisprudence from Philosophy of Science Perspective)
80) Early Wulandari Muis
(Danakang : Natural Instincts and Strengthening Maritime Education for Bajo Tribe Children)

81) Diaz Martha Chairunnisa
(The Effect of Company’s Roa and Size on Zakat in Sharia Commercial Banks)

82) Muhammad Rusydi
(20 Years of Arabic Learning in the Scientific Tradition of UIN Alauddin Makassar: Antropolinguistic Perspective from 2001 to 2021)

83) Iftahul Digarizki
(Interpretation of the Maqasidi in Environmental Discourse: Building Paradigm of the Hifz al-bi’ah in the Society 5.0 Era)

84) Rachmanto Puji Habibie
(Development of Madura Traditional Culinary as Cultural Heritage and Tradition)

85) Syahruni Junaid
(Children’s Storybooks in Strengthening Children’s Character)

86) Nursyamsy Bte Alwi
(The Effect of Pedagogic Competence on Student Learning Results at SMPN 17 Makassar)

87) Nur Hazima Bt. Massarappi
(Using Voa News Towards the Listening Skill of the Second Grade Students of MAN 2 Makassar)

88) Muhammad Ardianto Rumasera
(The Influence of the Survey, Question, Read, Recite Review, and Reflect (SQ4R) Method toward the Students’ Reading Comprehension (A Study of Meta-Analysis))

89) Fitria Wulandari
(Student Perceptions in the Application of Hybrid Learning with Cognitive Ability in Learning Innovation Courses)

90) Muhammad Awaluddin Hamdy
(Visual Comfort and User Perception Classroom Lecture Classroom on Educational Buildings)

91) Nurfajri Ningsih
(Students’ Perceptions toward Oral Corrective Feedback on Speaking Class at Parahikma Institute of Indonesia)

92) Nurul Fitra
(Analysing Learning Styles Used by The Seventh-Grade Students at MTSN 2 Bulukumba in Learning English)

93) Muljono Damopolii (Application of Constructivism Theory to Improve PAI Clump Learning in Aliyah Arifah Madrasah District Gowa)

94) Jouzar Farouq Ishak
(Impact of Covid-19 Pandemic on the Local Tax)

95) Devi Dias Pradani
(The Influence of CSR and Current Ratio on Stock Prices of Conventional Banking)

96) Sabeen
(Impact of Policy Measures of Pakistan in Covid-19 Pandemic)

97) Sarkawi
(Excavation of Bukit Kapur as A Tourist Destination in the Perspective of Maqasid al Shari’ah)

98) Taha Tikreeti
(Islamic Employer Branding)

99) Yudi Rustandi
(Marketing Strategies and Models of Kampung Chicken Products by Women Farming Group (KWT) in Malang District: Improving Women’s Access as Online Market Players)

100) Sri Ira Suwarwati
(The Existance of Surau on Madurese’s Settlement Pattern and Social Behavior)
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 101 | Jasman Launtu  
Strategy of Development Free School Bus Services |
| 102 | Mohammad Jailani  
The Reality of Arabic Learning at SMA/SMK and Pondok Pesantren Level: Implications on Arabic Language Education in the Era of Covid-19 |
| 103 | Desti Widiani  
Positivism and Its Relevance on Islamic Education in Higher Education |
| 104 | Moh. Buny Andaru Bahy  
Promoting Arabic Vocabulary Public Health-Based for Arabic Teaching Materials |
| 105 | Faisal Faliyandra  
Can Motivation Affect the Application of Time Token Arend on Aqidah Akhlak Learning in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah? |
| 106 | Sintya Kartika Prameswari  
The Urgency of Sexual Education for Adolescents in Indonesia Against Secularism (Case Study of Permendikbud-Ristek Policy Number 30 of 2021) |
| 107 | Alfin Maulana  
Micro Small Medium Business (UMKM) Financing Model Through Productive Zakat by The Amil Zakat Institution (LAZ) |
| 108 | Afkhoriyatul Hilmi  
Development of a Pocket Book (Arabic-English-Indonesian) to Improve Speaking Skills at Madrasah Aliyah Bahrul Ulum |
| 109 | Irwan Syarif  
Analysis of Community Energy Behavior Environmentally |
| 110 | M. Rusli  
Preventive Measures for the Effect of N95 Masks by Health Workers During the Covid-19 Pandemic |
| 111 | Tamsila Naeem  
A Study of Racism, Homosexuality and Slavery Applying Judith Butler’s Contagious Words in Pakistan |
| 112 | Mujahidin Farid  
Al Zarnuji and Instructional Impact |
| 113 | Kamal Yusuf  
Afghanistan In the Grip of The Taliban: A Critical Discourse Analysis of News in Arabic Online Media |
| 114 | Awaluddin  
Analysis of Farmers Intention to Implement Good Agricultural Practices on Cocoa Farms by Using Theory of Planned Behavior |
| 115 | Dian Meiliani Yulis  
Analysis of the Community-Based Total Sanitation Program Implementation in Soppeng District |
| 116 | Fatimah Azis  
Total Communication Approach (KOMTAL) To Improve Social Interaction of Deaf Children in Elementary Classes in Special Schools |
| 117 | Asih Jamila  
Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge on the Use of Digital Technology in Teaching Practice: A Comparative Model in the Context of Indonesian and Malaysia Teacher Prospective Students |
| 118 | Muhammad Dzakiruddin  
Using Forensic Related Vocabulary for Developing Arabic Teaching Materials |
| 119 | Siti Azisah  
Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) for ELT Material Developments for Biology Department |
| 120 | Ahmad Dai Zidan  
Developing English Instructional Material: Theory of Evolution for Biology Education Department Students |
121) Fitriani Nur  
(Measurement of Student Mathematics Learning Outcomes Based Online: A Systematic Literature Review)

122) Nurhaningtyas Agustina  
(Implementation of Humanistic Learning Theory in Limited Face-To-Face Learning on the Primary Education)

123) Nurinsani  
(The Use of Visual Mnemonic Technique in Teaching Active Vocabulary at the Tenth Grade Students of Senior High School 2 Gowa)

124) Eva Ariska  
(Influence of Auditor Turnover, Kap Reputation, Audit Opinion on Audit Delay with Audit Lag as Intervening Variable)

125) Nurlita Pertiwi  
(Environmental Management Strategy on Riverbanks as Erosion Prevention)

126) Syamfitriani Asnur  
(Indhuism in Rowhouse Residents’ Adaptation Patterns in The New Normal Era)

127) Shulhan  
(Introducing Thariqah Akademik toward Indonesian golden 2045)

128) Syahri Idris  
(Relevance of Waste Management with Knowledge, Attitude and Participation of Traders in the Traditional Eggplant Market in Makassar)

129) Sri Nuning Mulatsih  

130) Zainun Wafiqatun Niam  
(Multicultural School Management in Culture Development Religious Inclusive at SMK Bakti Karya Parigi West Java)

131) Dian Pane  
(Analysis of Librarians Interpersonal Communication at Perpustakaan B. J Habibie)

132) Aksa  
(Religion and State Relations: Revealing the Role of Ulama and Umara in Shaping Islamic Civilization in the Sultanate of Bima)

133) Ade Jamarudin  
(The Concept of Implementing Religious Moderation in the Qur’an’s Perspective: A Solution to Educate the Life of Nation and State Communities in Indonesia)

134) Rina Darojatun  
(Commodification of Aqiqah Services on Social Media)

135) Iin Parninsih  
(Exploration of Living Qur’an in Mattampung Tradition of the Bugis Community: A Study in Barugae, Bone, South Sulawesi)

136) Nesia Andriana  
(Child Discipline Education Concept in the Perspective of Bukhari Hadeeths)

137) Andrian Syahidu  
(Analysis of the Implementation of Modern and Salaf Education Systems: A Case Study at Pondok Pesantren Nurul Bayan)

138) Khoniq Nur Afiah  
(Islamic Activism and Women’s Empowerment: A Study on the Fatayat Women’s Empowerment Movement in the Special Region of Yogyakarta)

139) Ahmad Luthfi Hidayat  
(Efforts to Maximize the Musholla for Children’s Personality Development Through Recitation of the Quran)

140) Deliah Nur Satarida  
(Women participation in NATO for military diplomacy)
141) Fatima
(Indian S-400 Missile Dilemma)

142) Wahyu Gandi G
(Apartheid and Collective Trauma Performativity in “Amnesty” By Nadine Gordimer)

143) N. Nagapushpam
(Quest for Redemption in Khaled Hosseini’s ‘The Kite Runner’)

144) Syahrullah Asyari
(Differences of Philosophy, Science, and Religion)

145) Sardian Maharani Asnur
(The Implications of a Corpus-Based Approach to Specialized Vocabulary in English for Islamic Studies at the University Leve)

146) Halimatus Sa’adah
(The Translation of Transitivity Process in A Short Story of The Yellow Face in The Book of The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes)

147) Suci Fajarni
(Khanduri Apam: Representation of Theological Values in Aceh’s Local Culinary Banquet Traditions)

148) Andi Rezeky Amaliah
(Social Development Improvement of Children Aged 5-6 Years Through Traditional Makassar Game Songkok-Songkok Jangang)

149) Hijrana
(The Role of UIN Alauddin Library in Supporting MBKM Curriculum)

150) Ahmad Syaekhu
(Perceptions of Marginalized People towards Birth Control)

151) Nur Ismiyati
(Taxonomy of Blended Learning and Its Application in The New Normal Era)

152) Feri Haryati
(Open-Ended Approach to Improve Students’ Mathematical Communication Skills)

153) Lutfi Muhyiddin
(The Implementation of An Arabic Language Training Program for Gontor Young Muslim Scholar’s Camp 2021 Participants)

154) Andi Ika Prasasti Abrar
(Developing Scientific-Based Elementary Linear Algebra Learning Module with Islamic Nuance)

155) Muhammad Muhaemin
(Synergy of Akidah Akhlak Teachers and Inner Counseling Guidance Teachers Character Development of Students at Madrasah Tsanawiyah Yasrib Islamic Boarding School Lapajung Watansoppeng)

Sincerely,

Chairman of the committee
Prof. Dr. Mardan, M.Ag.